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About This Game

Hexed is a logic puzzle game. Each level is made out of unique combination of grids of hexagonal cells and colors.

Do you like to relax while playing easy to understand visual mind games?

Do you like to solve colorful puzzle games, level after level?

Do you like to be in control of which level you play, how often you play it, or when you play it?

Do you like to play games with very clean, positive, relaxing and fresh interface?

Do you like to either be challenged by more difficult levels, or are you sometimes bit lazy to think too much and just
want to relax by simple enough levels?

Do you like to unlock achievements?

Do you like to compete against your friends or family members by seeing who gets the most levels completed with the
least tries or moves?

If you answered YES (or OH, YEAH!) to any of these questions, Hexed is just the right game for you. You can decide which
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level you want to play, and if you can't solve it, you can easily choose to re-play (restart) each level over and over, until you
solve it .. and once you do solve it, you guessed it - you can still play it, there are no limits.

Hexed includes:

Very clean, modern, light, and positive game interface backed by a selection of relaxing background music tracks to
relax your mind while you play

164 colorful unique levels ranging from easy to really challenging ones

92 Steam Achievements

Re-playable tutorial level

Steam Cloud automatic game saves - you won't lose progress of your game even if you swap computers connected to
your Steam account - plus you don't have to remember to save your progress as Hexed does it all for you automatically

Level grids shaped as animals, aliens, plants, items and tools, transport devices, and other shapes (including abstraction)

Zoom in and out of each level's grid - provided to help you with more challenging levels and bigger grids

Fine-move and centre grids easily

Restart levels with ease, play any level you like whenever you like as many times you like, even after its marked as
COMPLETED

View unique HEXED grids of colourful hexagons in the intro scene every time you launch the game

I hope you will enjoy relaxing while you play Hexed.
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Bought the game yesterday - already played 7 hours.
It feels familiar, and fresh at the same time - good mix of old and new:

Graphics, some tower placing/enemy waves/experience gain after beating a map mechanics feel very familiar.
Gems needed to be stolen and carried all the way back by monsters, towers becoming upgradable after killing enough enemies
during current game - that is a nice and refreshing change compared to most TD games I played.

Game feels like it's medium in size and complexity, but for the money It's a good value IMO.

All in all, it'd rate it 8/10. It suprised me how good and adictive this game is.

It's a hack 'n' slash arena game (with resemblance to DIablo) with character growth, rewards and basicly thats it.

But it works! :)

It's super fun and exiting to slash your opponents in arena.
Graphics are very nice, and music also adds to gameplay.

Downside is repetative combat. Also for battles, it's better to use controller than mouse\/keyboard (expecially for some
weapons).

Suggestion: There should be more info on your characters records. Like: enemies defeated, score with bosses, favourite weapon,
kills with different weapon... stuff like that.

If you see it on sale, it is a must BUY. Very early review but this game so far is a lot of fun. Flying becomes very intuitive very
quickly and the tutorial level was more fleshed out than i exepected considering most time is spent in the air.
Looking forward to multiplayer.
The weapon effects definetely need a little more punch. But so far, looking good.. This game was very interesting. If you want
fun and adventure then don't be like Adam. Thought provoking. Needs to be longer though. Whatever you choose the outcome
will remain the same. Found that out on the second playthrough.. Bar non the most endearing game I have ever played.
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Multiplayer is scuffed.. 4؟ لاعبين نقص انه ام اللعبة من مشكلة هي هل مادري ف بوتات كلهم الباقي حقيقي شخص انا الا موجود مايكون 4ضد!
. Quite good! I wish the developer would put some more work into this game. Really fun little timewaster IMHO.. The
Gameplay is allright, just rather lacking. Its not an rts, its not an rpg is just very bland. Feels only half made.

The story is utter\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665however, makes no sense at all.. This is a very casual farming
game with a few flaws. The game itself is simplistic, but not in a childish way.

The tutorial covers bare basics and much needs to be figured out by the player. Controls are somewhat inconsistent for example
left-click for eating berries, but right-click while in a forest. Combat with wolves\/bears has no healthbar or indicator how
damaged the opponent is. Hired farm help are not consistent and how well they work is guesswork.

Despite its flaws it can be a quite entertaining game, although earning money is slow and later in the game the sales amount
doesn't increase, so your warehouse gets slowly filled.

The game features three mini-games (fishing, generator, chopping wood) and a wheel of fortune which can be played once per
day.

You can not die in this game, you'll end up in your farmhouse with a doctors bill. :)

The developer is responsive and patches bugs quickly after reporting.

In all, I would recommend this game if you're looking for a casual farming game.. Finally a game that runs on a potato VR or
not. This means you don't have to spend over $2k on a train set I also like the art style.. I bought this having already bought the
previous South Wales Coastal route, and was suprised I was having to pay again for the Bristol-Cardiff section.

Then I discovered there isn't one scenario in this scenery that actually runs from Bristol to Swansea.

So I tried a scenario from Swansea to Cardiff so at least I would see the new section. They are all at night.

So for owners of the origianl South Wales Coastal I would recommend avoiding this scenery as it gives nothing new to see.
Seems a bit of a p**s-take to me if I'm honest.
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